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SAGE PRO ERP  
v2010

October 2009

Reserve inventory for preferred  
customers, keeping them satisfied 
and eliminating the risk of penalties 
for undershipped orders or if stock 
gets too low.

Streamline reporting and stop paying 
extra for custom reports by creating 
custom filters and sort options for 
your reports.

Stop wasting time cleaning up  
report data. Export formatted or  
unformatted data from the report  
option grid to Microsoft® Excel®, 
HTML, XML, ASCII delimited, or text.

Save time by accessing your favorite 
data drillers quickly and easily using 
a new tool that lets you create and 
define Dataview Groups.

Streamline data import with enhanced 
features, including a status display, 
unmonitored import, imported  
line-level descriptions, and import  
and export of vendor cost levels.

Enjoy enhanced flexibility in  
exporting data by choosing to export 
your tables and fields in Microsoft 
Excel, ASCII Delimited, XML, or CSV.

Save money on payroll by printing 
check stub overflow to blank paper 
or a separate printer for checks  
with more than 12 advice lines.

SAGE PRO ERP  
v7.4

October 2006

Organize key functions and access 
them quickly through Executive 
Dashboard in Sage Pro 200.

Easily route documents through  
appropriate channels with Document 
Routing for Order Entry and  
Purchase Orders in Sage Pro 200.

Streamline return process and  
easily track returned merchandise 
with new Return Merchandise  
Authorization (RMA) Module.

Increase turn-around time on 
customer quote requests with new 
Quotation and Bid Manager in the 
RFQ module in Sage Pro 200.

Simplify bill payments and payroll 
transfers with Accounts Payable 
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)  
and Enhanced Payroll EFT.

Maintain efficient and organized 
inventory tracking by utilizing Bar 
Code and RFID identification through 
Inventory Control module.

Update customer status from  
vendor to customer or vice versa 
with enhanced merge capabilities. 

SAGE PRO ERP  
v7.5

October 2008

Keep track of products from  
conception to completion through 
enhancements in manufacturing 
modules like Work In Process.

Easily develop and track schedules 
with enhanced capabilities within 
manufacturing modules. 

Provide greater detail to quotes, 
scheduling, and general analysis 
with Landed Cost functionality.

Effortlessly integrate manufacturing 
costs into Job Cost analysis.

Increase productivity with 
added drilldown capabilities in  
customizable reports.

Ensure complete and effective input 
with Data Integrity Tool.

Seamlessly integrates with Sage 
Payment Solutions for increased  
efficiency and function for credit  
card transactions.

SAGE PRO ERP  
v7.3

September 2004

Manage multiple companies  
more easily with Intercompany  
Transactions in Sage Pro 200.

Separate national accounts within 
the Accounts Receivable module  
in Sage Pro 200.  

Improve customer service with the 
additional Credit Card Processing 
function. 

Simple Item Forecasting by group  
in Inventory Control. 

Easily synchronize existing users or 
add users with simple Copy User 
settings including hotkeys, privileges, 
data views, and favorites. 

Increase efficiency of multicurrency 
transactions, billings, and reporting 
within the Job Cost module.

Efficient Credit Card Processing  
with Pre and Post authorization.
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